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Empirical Bayes Estimation Strategies

Classic statistical inference was focused on the analysis of individual cases:
a single estimate, a single hypothesis test. The interpretation of direct evi-
dence bearing on the case of interest—the number of successes and failures
of a new drug in a clinical trial as a familiar example—dominated statistical
practice.

The story of modern statistics very much involves indirect evidence,
“learning from the experience of others” in the language of Sections 7.4
and 15.3, carried out in both frequentist and Bayesian settings. The computer-
intensive prediction algorithms described in Chapters 16–19 use regression
theory, the frequentist’s favored technique, to mine indirect evidence on a
massive scale. False-discovery rate theory, Chapter 15, collects indirect ev-
idence for hypothesis testing by means of Bayes’ theorem as implemented
through empirical Bayes estimation.

Empirical Bayes methodology has been less studied than Bayesian or
frequentist theory. As with the James–Stein estimator (7.13), it can seem to
be little more than plugging obvious frequentist estimates into Bayes esti-
mation rules. This conceals a subtle and difficult task: learning the equiva-
lent of a Bayesian prior distribution from ongoing statistical observations.
Our final chapter concerns the empirical Bayes learning process, both as an
exercise in applied deconvolution and as a relatively new form of statistical
inference. This puts us back where we began in Chapter 1, examining the
two faces of statistical analysis, the algorithmic and the inferential.

21.1 Bayes Deconvolution

A familiar formulation of empirical Bayes inference begins by assuming
that an unknown prior density g.�/, our object of interest, has produced a
random sample of real-valued variates ‚1; ‚2; : : : ; ‚N ,

‚i
iid
� g.�/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; N: (21.1)
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(The “density” g.�/ may include discrete atoms of probability.) The ‚i are
unobservable, but each yields an observable random variable Xi according
to a known family of density functions

Xi
ind
� pi .Xi j‚i /: (21.2)

From the observed sample X1; X2; : : : ; XN we wish to estimate the prior
density g.�/.

A famous example has pi .Xi j‚i / the Poisson family,

Xi � Poi.‚i /; (21.3)

as in Robbins’ formula, Section 6.1. Still more familiar is the normal model
(3.28),

Xi � N .‚i ; �2/; (21.4)

often with �2 D 1. A binomial model was used in the medical example of
Section 6.3,

Xi � Bi.ni ; ‚i /: (21.5)

There the ni differ from case to case, accounting for the need for the first
subscript i in pi .Xi j‚i / (21.2).

Let fi .Xi / denote the marginal density of Xi obtained from (21.1)–
(21.2),

fi .Xi / D

Z
T
pi .Xi j�i /g.�i / d�i ; (21.6)

the integral being over the space T of possible ‚ values. The statistician
has only the marginal observations available,

Xi
ind
� fi .�/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; N; (21.7)

from which he or she wishes to estimate the density g.�/ in (21.6).
In the normal model (21.4), fi is the convolution of the unknown g.�/

with a known normal density, denoted

f D g �N .0; �2/ (21.8)

(now fi not depending on i ). Estimating g using a sampleX1; X2; : : : ; XN
from f is a problem in deconvolution. In general we might call the estima-
tion of g in model (21.1)–(21.2) the “Bayes deconvolution problem.”

An artificial example appears in Figure 21.1, where g.�/ is a mixture
distribution: seven-eighths N .0; 0:52/ and one-eighth uniform over the in-
terval Œ�3; 3�. A normal sampling modelXi

ind
� N .‚i ; 1/ is assumed, yield-

ing f by convolution as in (21.8). The convolution process makes f wider
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Figure 21.1 An artificial example of the Bayes deconvolution
problem. The solid curve is g.�/, the prior density of ‚ (21.1);
the dashed curve is the density of an observation X from marginal
distribution f D g �N .0; 1/ (21.8). We wish to estimate g.�/ on
the basis of a random sample X1; X2; : : : ; XN from f .x/.

and smoother than g, as illustrated in the figure. Having observed a ran-
dom sample from f , we wish to estimate the deconvolute g, which begins
to look difficult in the figure’s example.

Deconvolution has a well-deserved reputation for difficulty. It is the
classic ill-posed problem: because of the convolution process (21.6), large
changes in g.�/ are smoothed out, often yielding only small changes in
f .x/. Deconvolution operates in the other direction, with small changes in
the estimation of f disturbingly magnified on the g scale. Nevertheless,
modern computation, modern theory, and most of all modern sample sizes,
together can make empirical deconvolution a practical reality.

Why would we want to estimate g.�/? In the prostate data example
(3.28) (where‚ is called �) we might wish to know Prf‚ D 0g, the proba-
bility of a null gene, ones whose effect size is zero; or perhaps Prfj‚j � 2g,
the proportion of genes that are substantially non-null. Or we might want to
estimate Bayesian posterior expectations likeEf‚jX D xg in Figure 20.7,
or posterior densities as in Figure 6.5.

Two main strategies have developed for carrying out empirical Bayes
estimation: modeling on the � scale, called g-modeling here, and modeling
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on the x scale, called f -modeling. We begin in the next section with g-
modeling.

21.2 g-Modeling and Estimation

There has been a substantial amount of work on the asymptotic accuracy
of estimates Og.�/ in the empirical Bayes model (21.1)–(21.2), most often
in the normal sampling framework (21.4). The results are discouraging,
with the rate of convergence of Og.�/ to g.�/ as slow as .logN/�1. In our
terminology, much of this work has been carried out in a nonparametric g-
modeling framework, allowing the unknown prior density g.�/ to be virtu-
ally anything at all. More optimistic results are possible if the g-modeling
is pursued parametrically, that is, by restricting g.�/ to lie within some
parametric family of possibilities.

We assume, for the sake of simpler exposition, that the space T of pos-
sible ‚ values is finite and discrete, say

T D ˚�.1/; �.2/; : : : ; �.m/	 : (21.9)

The prior density g.�/ is now represented by a vector g D .g1; g2; : : : ; gm/0,
with components

gj D Pr
˚
‚ D �.j /

	
for j D 1; 2; : : : ; m: (21.10)

A p-parameter exponential family (5.50) for g can be written as

g D g.˛/ D eQ˛� .˛/; (21.11)

where the p-vector ˛ is the natural parameter and Q is a known m � p
structure matrix. Notation (21.11) means that the j th component of g.˛/
is

gj .˛/ D e
Q0
j
˛� .˛/; (21.12)

with Q0j the j th row ofQ; the function  .˛/ is the normalizer that makes
g.˛/ sum to 1,

 .˛/ D log

0@ mX
jD1

eQ
0
j
˛

1A : (21.13)

In the nodes example of Figure 6.4, the set of possible ‚ values was
T D f0:01; 0:02; : : : ; 0:99g, andQ was a fifth-degree polynomial matrix,

Q D poly(T ,5) (21.14)
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in R notation, indicating a five-parameter exponential family for g, (6.38)–
(6.39).

In the development that follows we will assume that the kernel pi .�j�/ in
(21.2) does not depend on i , i.e., thatXi has the same family of conditional
distributions p.Xi j‚i / for all i , as in the Poisson and normal situations
(21.3) and (21.4), but not the binomial case (21.5). And moreover we as-
sume that the sample space X for theXi observations is finite and discrete,
say

X D ˚x.1/; x.2/; : : : ; x.n/	 : (21.15)

None of this is necessary, but it simplifies the exposition.
Define

pkj D Pr
˚
Xi D x.k/j‚i D �.j /

	
; (21.16)

for k D 1; 2; : : : ; n and j D 1; 2; : : : ; m, and the corresponding n � m
matrix

P D .pkj /; (21.17)

having kth row Pk D .pk1; pk2; : : : ; pkm/
0. The convolution-type for-

mula (21.6) for the marginal density f .x/ now reduces to an inner product,

fk.˛/ D Pr˛
˚
Xi D x.k/

	
D
Pm
jD1 pkjgj .˛/

D P 0kg.˛/:
(21.18)

In fact we can write the entire marginal densityf .˛/ D .f1.˛/; f2.˛/; : : : ,
fn.˛//

0 in terms of matrix multiplication,

f .˛/ D Pg.˛/: (21.19)

The vector of counts y D .y1; y2; : : : ; yn/, with

yk D #
˚
Xi D x.k/

	
; (21.20)

is a sufficient statistic in the iid situation. It has a multinomial distribution
(5.38),

y � Multn.N;f .˛//; (21.21)

indicating N independent draws for a density f .˛/ on n categories.
All of this provides a concise description of the g-modeling probability

model:

˛ ! g.˛/ D eQ˛� .˛/ ! f .˛/ D Pg.˛/! y � Multn.N;f .˛//:
(21.22)
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The inferential task goes in the reverse direction,

y ! Ǫ ! f . Ǫ /! g. Ǫ / D eQ Ǫ� . Ǫ /: (21.23)

Figure 21.2 A schematic diagram of empirical Bayes estimation,
as explained in the text. Sn is the n-dimensional simplex,
containing the p-parameter family F of allowable probability
distributions f .˛/. The vector of observed proportions y=N
yields MLE f . Ǫ /, which is then deconvolved to obtain estimate
g. Ǫ /.

A schematic diagram of the estimation process appears in Figure 21.2.

� The vector of observed proportions y=N is a point in Sn, the simplex
(5.39) of all possible probability vectors f on n categories; y=N is the
usual nonparametric estimate of f .
� The parametric family of allowable f vectors (21.19)

F D ff .˛/; ˛ 2 Ag; (21.24)

indicated by the red curve, is a curved p-dimensional surface in Sn. Here
A is the space of allowable vectors ˛ in family (21.11).
� The nonparametric estimate y=N is “projected” down to the parametric

estimate f . Ǫ /; if we are using MLE estimation, f . Ǫ /will be the closest
point inF to y=N measured according to a deviance metric, as in (8.35).
� Finally, f . Ǫ / is mapped back to the estimate g. Ǫ /, by inverting map-

ping (21.19). (Inversion is not actually necessary with g-modeling since,
having found Ǫ , g. Ǫ / is obtained directly from (21.11); the inversion
step is more difficult for f -modeling, Section 21.6.)
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The maximum likelihood estimation process for g-modeling is discussed
in more detail in the next section, where formulas for its accuracy will be
developed.

21.3 Likelihood, Regularization, and Accuracy1

Parametric g-modeling, as in (21.11), allows us to work in low-dimensional
parametric families—just five parameters for the nodes example (21.14)—
where classic maximum likelihood methods can be more confidently ap-
plied. Even here though, some regularization will be necessary for stable
estimation, as discussed in what follows.

The g-model probability mechanism (21.22) yields a log likelihood for
the multinomial vector y of counts as a function of ˛, say ly.˛/;

ly.˛/ D log

 
nY
kD1

fk.˛/
yk

!
D

nX
kD1

yk logfk.˛/: (21.25)

Its score function Ply.˛/, the vector of partial derivatives @ly.˛/=@˛h for
h D 1; 2; : : : ; p, determines the MLE Ǫ according to Ply. Ǫ / D 0. The
p � p matrix of second derivatives Rly.˛/ D .@2ly.˛/=@˛h@˛l/ gives the
Fisher information matrix (5.26)

I.˛/ D Ef�Rly.˛/g: (21.26)

The exponential family model (21.11) yields simple expressions for Ply.˛/
and I.˛/. Define

wkj D gj .˛/

�
pkj

fk.˛/
� 1

�
(21.27)

and the corresponding m-vector

Wk.˛/ D .wk1.˛/; wk2.˛/; : : : ; wkm.˛//
0: (21.28)

Lemma 21.1 The score function Ply.˛/ under model (21.22) is

Ply.˛/ D QWC.˛/; where WC.˛/ D
nX
kD1

Wk.˛/yk (21.29)

andQ is the m � p structure matrix in (21.11).

1 The technical lemmas in this section are not essential to following the subsequent
discussion.
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Lemma 21.2 The Fisher information matrix I.˛/, evaluated at ˛ D Ǫ ,
is

I. Ǫ / D Q0
(

nX
kD1

Wk. Ǫ /Nfk. Ǫ /Wk. Ǫ /
0

)
Q; (21.30)

whereN D
Pn
1 yk is the sample size in the empirical Bayes model (21.1)–

(21.2).

See the chapter endnotes � for a brief discussion of Lemmas 21.1 and�1
21.2. I. Ǫ /�1 is the usual maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance
matrix of Ǫ , but we will use a regularized version of the MLE that is less
variable.

In the examples that follow, Ǫ was found by numerical maximization.2

Even though g.˛/ is an exponential family, the marginal density f .˛/ in
(21.22) is not. As a result, some care is needed in avoiding local maxima of
ly.˛/. These tend to occur at “corner” values of ˛, where one of its compo-
nents goes to infinity. A small amount of regularization pulls Ǫ away from
the corners, decreasing its variance at the possible expense of increased
bias.

Instead of maximizing ly.˛/ we maximize a penalized likelihood

m.˛/ D ly.˛/ � s.˛/; (21.31)

where s.˛/ is a positive penalty function. Our examples use

s.˛/ D c0k˛k D c0

 
pX
hD1

˛2h

!1=2
(21.32)

(with c0 equal 1), which prevents the maximizer Ǫ ofm.˛/ from venturing
too far into corners.

The following lemma is discussed in the chapter endnotes.

Lemma 21.3 �The maximizer Ǫ ofm.˛/ has approximate bias vector and�2
covariance matrix

Bias. Ǫ / D � .I. Ǫ /C Rs. Ǫ //�1 Ps. Ǫ /
and Var. Ǫ / D .I. Ǫ /C Rs. Ǫ //�1 I. Ǫ / .I. Ǫ /C Rs. Ǫ //�1 ;

(21.33)

where I. Ǫ / is given in (21.30).

With s.˛/ � 0 (no regularization) the bias is zero and Var. Ǫ / D I. Ǫ /�1,
2 Using the nonlinear maximizer nlm in R.
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the usual MLE approximations: including s.˛/ reduces variance while in-
troducing bias.

For s.˛/ D c0k˛k we calculate

Ps.˛/ D c0˛=k˛k and Rs.˛/ D
c0

k˛k

�
I �

˛˛0

k˛k2

�
; (21.34)

with I the p � p identity matrix. Adding the penalty s.˛/ in (21.31) pulls
the MLE of ˛ toward zero and the MLE of g.˛/ toward a flat distribution
over T . Looking at Var. Ǫ / in (21.33), a measure of the regularization effect
is

tr.Rs. Ǫ //= tr.I. Ǫ //; (21.35)

which was never more than a few percent in our examples.
Most often we will be more interested in the accuracy of Og D g. Ǫ / than

in that of Ǫ itself. Letting

D. Ǫ / D diag.g. Ǫ // � g. Ǫ /g. Ǫ /0; (21.36)

the m � p derivative matrix .@gj=@˛h/ is

@g=@˛ D D.˛/Q; (21.37)

with Q the structure matrix in (21.11). The usual first-order delta-method
calculations then give the following theorem.

Theorem 21.4 The penalized maximum likelihood estimate Og D g. Ǫ /

has estimated bias vector and covariance matrix

Bias. Og/ D D. Ǫ /QBias. Ǫ /

and Var. Og/ D D. Ǫ /QVar. Ǫ /Q0D. Ǫ /
(21.38)

with Bias. Ǫ / and Var. Ǫ / as in (21.33).3

The many approximations going into Theorem 21.4 can be short-circuited
by means of the parametric bootstrap, Section 10.4. Starting from Ǫ and
f . Ǫ / D Pg. Ǫ /, we resample the count vector

y� � Multn.N;f . Ǫ //; (21.39)

and calculate4 the penalized MLE Ǫ� based on y�, yielding Og� D g. Ǫ�/.

3 Note that the bias treats model (21.11) as the true prior, and arises as a result of the
penalization.

4 Convergence of the nlm search process is speeded up by starting from Ǫ .
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B replications Og�1; Og�2; : : : ; Og�B gives bias and covariance estimatesdBias D Og�� � Og

and cVar D
BX
bD1

. Og�b � Og��/. Og�b � Og��/
ı
.B � 1/;

(21.40)

and Og�� D
PB
1 Og
�b=B .

Table 21.1 Comparison of delta method (21.38) and bootstrap (21.40)
standard errors and biases for the nodes study estimate of g in
Figure 6.4. All columns except the first multiplied by 100.

Standard Error Bias

� g.�/ Delta Boot Delta Boot

.01 12.048 .887 .967 �.518 �.592

.12 1.045 .131 .139 .056 .071

.23 .381 .058 .065 .025 .033

.34 .779 .096 .095 �.011 �.013

.45 1.119 .121 .117 �.040 �.049

.56 .534 .102 .100 .019 .027

.67 .264 .047 .051 .023 .027

.78 .224 .056 .053 .018 .020

.89 .321 .054 .048 .013 .009

.99 .576 .164 .169 �.008 .008

Table 21.1 compares the delta method of Theorem 20.4 with the para-
metric bootstrap (B D 1000 replications) for the surgical nodes example
of Section 6.3. Both the standard errors—square roots of the diagonal el-
ements of Var. Og/—and biases are well approximated by the delta method
formulas (21.38). The delta method also performed reasonably well on the
two examples of the next section.

It did less well on the artificial example of Figure 21.1, where

g.�/ D
1

8

IŒ�3;3�.�/

6
C
7

8

1
p
2��2

e�
1
2
�2

�2 .� D 0:5/ (21.41)

(1/8 uniform on Œ�3; 3� and 7/8 N .0; 0:52/). The vertical bars in Fig-
ure 21.3 indicate ˙ one standard error obtained from the parametric boot-
strap, taking T D f�3;�2:8; : : : ; 3g for the sample space of ‚, and as-
suming a natural spline model in (21.11) with five degrees of freedom,

g.˛/ D eQ˛� .˛/; Q D ns(T ,df=5): (21.42)
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Figure 21.3 The red curve is g.�/ for the artificial example of
Figure 21.1. Vertical bars are˙ one standard error for g-model
estimate g. Ǫ /; specifications (21.41)–(21.42), sample size
N D 1000 observations Xi � N .‚i ; 1/, using parametric
bootstrap (21.40), B D 500. The light dashed line follows
bootstrap means Og�j . Some definitional bias is apparent.

The sampling model was Xi � N .‚i ; 1/ for i D 1; 2; : : : ; N D 1000. In
this case the delta method standard errors were about 25% too small.

The light dashed curve in Figure 21.3 traces Ng.�/, the average of the
B D 500 bootstrap replications g�b . There is noticeable bias, compared
with g.�/. The reason is simple: the exponential family (21.42) for g.˛/
does not include g.�/ (21.41). In fact, Ng.�/ is (nearly) the closest mem-
ber of the exponential family to g.�/. This kind of definitional bias is a
disadvantage of parametric g-modeling.

��——��——��——��

Our g-modeling examples, and those of the next section, bring together
a variety of themes from modern statistical practice: classical maximum
likelihood theory, exponential family modeling, regularization, bootstrap
methods, large data sets of parallel structure, indirect evidence, and a com-
bination of Bayesian and frequentist thinking, all of this enabled by mas-
sive computer power. Taken together they paint an attractive picture of the
range of inferential methodology in the twenty-first century.
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21.4 Two Examples

We now reconsider two previous data sets from a g-modeling point of
view. the first is the artificial microarray-type example (20.24) comprising
N D10,000 independent observations

zi
ind
� N .�i ; 1/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; N D 10,000; (21.43)

with

�i �

(
0 for i D 1; 2; : : : ; 9000
N .�3; 1/ for i D 9001; : : : ; 10,000:

(21.44)

Figure 20.3 displays the points .zi ; �i / for i D 9001; : : : ; 10; 000, illus-
trating the Bayes posterior 95% conditional intervals (20.26),

�i 2 .zi � 3/=2˙ 1:96
ıp

2: (21.45)

These required knowing the Bayes prior distribution �i � N .�3; 1/. We
would like to recover intervals (21.45) using just the observed data zi , i D
1; 2; : : : ; 10; 000, without knowledge of the prior.
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Figure 21.4 Histogram of observed sample of N D 10,000
values zi from simulations (21.43)–(21.44).

A histogram of the 10,000 z-values is shown in Figure 21.4; g-modeling
(21.9)–(21.11) was applied to them (now with � playing the role of “‚”
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and z being “x”), taking T D .�6;�5:75; : : : ; 3/. Q was composed of a
delta function at � D 0 and a fifth-degree polynomial basis for the nonzero
�, again a family of spike-and-slab priors. The penalized MLE Og (21.31),
(21.32), c0 D 1, estimated the probability of � D 0 as

Og.0/ D 0:891˙ 0:006 (21.46)

(using (21.38), which also provided bias estimate 0.001).
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Figure 21.5 Purple curves show g-modeling estimates of
conditional 95% credible intervals for � given z in artificial
microarray example (21.43)–(21.44). They are a close match to
the actual Bayes intervals, dotted lines; cf. Figure 20.3.

The estimated posterior density of � given z is

Og.�jz/ D cz Og.�/�.z � �/; (21.47)

�.�/ the standard normal density and cz the constant required for Og.�jz/
to integrate to 1. Let q.˛/.z/ denote the ˛th quantile of Og.�jz/. The purple
curves in Figure 21.5 trace the estimated 95% credible intervals�

q.:025/.z/; q.:975/.z/
�
: (21.48)

They are a close match to the actual credible intervals (21.45).
The solid black curve in Figure 21.6 shows Og.�/ for � ¤ 0 (the “slab”

portion of the estimated prior). As an estimate of the actual slab density
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Figure 21.6 The heavy black curve is the g-modeling estimate of
g.�/ for � ¤ 0 in the artificial microarray example, suppressing
the atom at zero, Og.0/ D 0:891. It is only a rough estimate of the
actual nonzero density N .�3; 1/.

� � N .�3; 1/ it is only roughly accurate, but apparently still accurate
enough to yield the reasonably good posterior intervals seen in Figure 21.5.
The fundamental impediment to deconvolution—that large changes in g.�/
produce only small changes in f .x/—can sometimes operate in the statis-
tician’s favor, when only a rough knowledge of g suffices for applied pur-
poses.

Our second example concerns the prostate study data, last seen in
Figure 15.1: n D 102men, 52 cancer patients and 50 normal controls, each
have had their genetic activities measured on a microarray of N D 6033

genes; genei yields a test statistic zi comparing patients with controls,

zi � N .�i ; �20 /; (21.49)

with �i the gene’s effect size. (Here we will take the variance �20 as a
parameter to be estimated, rather than assuming �20 D 1.) What is the prior
density g.�/ for the effects?

The local false-discovery rate program locfdr, Section 15.5, was ap-
plied to the 6033 zi values, as shown in Figure 21.7. Locfdr is an “f -
modeling” method, where probability models are proposed directly for
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Figure 21.7 The green curve is a six-parameter Poisson
regression estimate fit to counts of the observed zi values for the
prostate data. The dashed curve is the empirical null (15.48),
zi � N .0:00; 1:062/. The f -modeling program locfdr
estimated null probability Prf� D 0g D 0:984. Genes with
z-values lying beyond the red triangles have estimated fdr values
less than 0.20.

the marginal density f .�/ rather than for the prior density g.�/; see Sec-
tion (21.6). Here we can compare locfdr’s results with those from g-
modeling. The former gave5�

Oı0; O�0; O�0

�
D .0:00; 1:06; 0:984/ (21.50)

in the notation of (15.50); that is, it estimated the null distribution as � �
N .0; 1:062/, with probability O�0 D 0:984 of a gene being null (� D 0).

Only 22 genes were estimated to have local fdr values less than 0.20, the
9 with zi � �3:71 and the 12 with zi � 3:81. (These are more pessimistic
results than in Figure 15.5, where we used the theoretical null N .0; 1/
rather than the empirical null N .0; 1:062/.)

The g-modeling approach (21.11) was applied to the prostate study
data, assuming zi � N .�i ; �20 /, �0 D 1:06 as suggested by (21.50). The

5 Using a six-parameter Poisson regression fit to the zi values, of the type employed in
Section 10.4.
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structure matrix Q in (21.11) had a delta function at � D 0 and a five-
parameter natural spline basis for � ¤ 0; T D .�3:6;�3:4; : : : ; 3:6/ for
the discretized ‚ space (21.9). This gave a penalized MLE Og having null
probability

Og.0/ D 0:946˙ 0:011: (21.51)
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Figure 21.8 The g-modeling estimate for the non-null density
Og.�/, � ¤ 0, for the prostate study data, also indicating the
null atom Og.0/ D 0:946. About 2% of the genes are estimated to
have effect sizes j�i j � 2. The red bars show˙ one standard
error as computed from Theorem 21.4 (page 429).

The non-null distribution, Og.�/ for� ¤ 0, appears in Figure 21.8, where
it is seen to be modestly unimodal around � D 0. Dashed red bars indicate
˙ one standard error for the Og.�.j // estimates obtained from Theorem 21.4
(page 429). The accuracy is not very good. It is better for larger regions of
the ‚ space, for examplebPrfj� j � 2g D 0:020˙ 0:0014: (21.52)

Here g-modeling estimated less prior null probability, 0.946 compared
with 0.984 from f -modeling, but then attributed much of the non-null
probability to small values of j�i j.

Taking (21.52) literally suggests 121 (D 0:020 � 6033) genes with true
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Figure 21.9 The black curve is the empirical Bayes estimated
false-discovery rate bPrf� D 0jzg from g-modeling. For large
values of jzj it nearly matches the locfdr f -modeling estimate
fdr.z/, red curve.

effect sizes j�i j � 2. That doesn’t mean we can say with certainty which
121. Figure 21.9 compares the g-modeling empirical Bayes false-discovery
rate bPrf� D 0jzg D cz Og.0/�

�
z � �

O�0

�
; (21.53)

as in (21.47), with the f -modeling estimate cfdr.z/ produced by locfdr.
Where it counts, in the tails, they are nearly the same.

21.5 Generalized Linear Mixed Models

The g-modeling theory can be extended to the situation where each ob-
servation Xi is accompanied by an observed vector of covariates ci , say
of dimension d . We return to the generalized linear model setup of Sec-
tion 8.2, where each Xi has a one-parameter exponential family density
indexed by its own natural parameter �i ,

f�i .Xi / D expf�iXi � .�i /gf0.Xi / (21.54)

in notation (8.20).
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Our key assumption is that each �i is the sum of a deterministic compo-
nent, depending on the covariates ci , and a random term ‚i ,

�i D ‚i C c
0
iˇ: (21.55)

Here ‚i is an unobserved realization from g.˛/ D expfQ˛ �  .˛/g
(21.11) and ˇ is an unknown d -dimensional parameter. If ˇ D 0 then
(21.55) is a g-model as before,6 while if all the ‚i D 0 then it is a stan-
dard GLM (8.20)–(8.22). Taken together, (21.55) represents a generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM). The likelihood and accuracy calculations of
Section 21.3 extend to GLMMs, as referenced in the endnotes, but here we
will only discuss a GLMM analysis of the nodes study of Section 6.3.

In addition to ni the number of nodes removed and Xi the number
found positive (6.33), a vector of four covariates

ci D .agei, sexi, smokei, progi / (21.56)

was observed for each patient: a standardized version of age in years; sex
being 0 for female or 1 for male; smoke being 0 for no or 1 for yes to long-
term smoking; and prog being a post-operative prognosis score with large
values more favorable.

GLMM model (21.55) was applied to the nodes data. Now �i was the
logit logŒ�i=.1 � �i /�, where

Xi � Bi.ni ; �i / (21.57)

as in Table 8.4, i.e., �i is the probability that any one node from patient
i is positive. To make the correspondence with the analysis in Section 6.3
exact, we used a variant of (21.55)

�i D logit.‚i /C c0iˇ: (21.58)

Now with ˇ D 0, ‚i is exactly the binomial probability �i for the i th
case. Maximum likelihood estimates were calculated for ˛ in (21.11)—
with T D .0:01; 0:02; : : : ; 0:99/ and Q D poly(T ,5) (21.14)—and
ˇ in (21.58). The MLE prior g. Ǫ / was almost the same as that estimated
without covariates in Figure 6.4.

Table 21.2 shows the MLE values . Ǒ1; Ǒ2; Ǒ3; Ǒ4/, their standard errors
(from a parametric bootstrap simulation), and the z-values Ǒk=bsek . Sex
looks like it has a significant effect, with males tending toward larger values
of �i , that is, a greater number of positive nodes. The big effect though is
prog, larger values of prog indicating smaller values of �i .
6 Here the setup is more specific; f is exponential family, and‚i is on the

natural-parameter scale.
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Table 21.2 Maximum likelihood estimates . Ǒ1; Ǒ2; Ǒ3; Ǒ4/ for GLMM
analysis of the nodes data, and standard errors from a parametric
bootstrap simulation; large values of progi predict low values of �i .

age sex smoke prog

MLE �.078 .192 .089 �.698
Boot st err .066 .070 .063 .077
z-value �1.18 2.74 1.41 9.07
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Figure 21.10 Distribution of �i , individual probabilities of a
positive node, for best and worst levels of factor prog; from
GLMM analysis of nodes data.

Figure 21.10 displays the distribution of �i D 1=Œ1Cexp.��i /� implied
by the GLMM model for the best and worst values of prog (setting age,
sex, and smoke to their average values and letting ‚ have distribution
g. Ǫ /). The implied distribution is concentrated near � D 0 for the best-
level prog, while it is roughly uniform over Œ0; 1� for the worst level.

The random effects we have called ‚i are sometimes called frailties: a
composite of unmeasured individual factors lumped together as an index
of disease susceptibility. Taken together, Figures 6.4 and 21.10 show sub-
stantial frailty and covariate effects both at work in the nodes data. In
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the language of Section 6.1, we have amassed “indirect evidence” for each
patient, using both Bayesian and frequentist methods.

21.6 Deconvolution and f -Modeling

Empirical Bayes applications have traditionally been dominated by f -
modeling—not the g-modeling approach of the previous sections—where
probability models for the marginal density f .x/, usually exponential fam-
ilies, are fit directly to the observed sample X1; X2; : : : ; XN . We have seen
several examples: Robbins’ estimator in Table 6.1 (particularly the bottom
line), locfdr’s Poisson regression estimates in Figures 15.6 and 21.7, and
Tweedie’s estimate in Figure 20.7.

Both the advantages and the disadvantages of f -modeling can be seen in
the inferential diagram of Figure 21.2. For f -modeling the red curve now
can represent an exponential family ff .˛/g, whose concave log likelihood
function greatly simplifies the calculation of f . Ǫ / from y=N . This comes
at a price: the deconvolution step, from f . Ǫ / to a prior distribution g. Ǫ /,
is problematical, as discussed below.

This is only a problem if we want to know g. The traditional applications
of f -modeling apply to problems where the desired answer can be phrased
directly in terms of f . This was the case for Robbins’ formula (6.5), the
local false-discovery rate (15.38), and Tweedie’s formula (20.37).

Nevertheless, f -modeling methodology for the estimation of the prior
g.�/ does exist, an elegant example being the Fourier method described
next. A function f .x/ and its Fourier transform �.t/ are related by

�.t/ D

Z 1
�1

f .x/eitx dx and f .x/ D
1

2�

Z 1
�1

�.t/e�itx dt:

(21.59)
For the normal case where Xi D ‚i CZi with Zi � N .0; 1/, the Fourier
transform of f .x/ is a multiple of that for g.�/,

�f .t/ D �g.t/e
�t2=2; (21.60)

so, on the transform scale, estimating g from f amounts to removing the
factor exp.t2=2/.

The Fourier method begins with the empirical density Nf .x/ that puts
probability 1=N on each observed value Xi , and then proceeds in three
steps.

1 Nf .x/ is smoothed using the “sinc” kernel,��3
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Qf .x/ D
1

N�

NX
iD1

sinc
�
Xi � x

�

�
; sinc.x/ D

sin.x/
x

: (21.61)

2 The Fourier transform of Qf , say Q�.t/, is calculated.
3 Finally, Og.�/ is taken to be the inverse Fourier transform of Q�.t/et

2=2,
this last step eliminating the unwanted factor e�t

2=2 in (21.60).

A pleasantly surprising aspect of the Fourier method is that Og.�/ can be
expressed directly as a kernel estimate,

Og.�/ D
1

N

NX
iD1

k�.Xi � �/ D

Z 1
�1

k�.x � �/ Nf .x/ dx; (21.62)

where the kernel k�.�/ is

k�.x/ D
1

�

Z 1=�

0

et
2=2 cos.tx/ dt: (21.63)

Large values of � smooth Nf .x/ more in (21.61), reducing the variance of
Og.�/ at the expense of increased bias.

Despite its compelling rationale, there are two drawbacks to the Fourier
method. First of all, it applies only to situations Xi D ‚i CZi where Xi is
‚i plus iid noise. More seriously, the bias/variance trade-off in the choice
of � can be quite unfavorable.

This is illustrated in Figure 21.11 for the artificial example of Figure 21.1.
The black curve is the standard deviation of the g-modeling estimate of
g.�/ for � in Œ�3; 3�, under specifications (21.41)–(21.42). The red curve
graphs the standard deviation of the f -modeling estimate (21.62), with
� D 1=3, a value that produced roughly the same amount of bias as the g-
modeling estimate (seen in Figure 21.3). The ratio of red to black standard
deviations averages more than 20 over the range of � .

This comparison is at least partly unfair: g-modeling is parametric while
the Fourier method is almost nonparametric in its assumptions about f .x/
or g.�/. It can be greatly improved by beginning the three-step algorithm
with a parametric estimate Of .x/ rather than Nf .x/. The blue dotted curve in
Figure 21.11 does this with Of .x/ a Poisson regression on the data X1; X2;
: : : ; XN—as in Figure 10.5 but here using a natural spline basis ns(df=5)
—giving the estimate

Og.�/ D

Z 1
�1

k�.x � �/ Of .x/ dx: (21.64)
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Figure 21.11 Standard deviations of estimated prior density Og.�/
for the artificial example of Figure 21.1, based on N D 1000
observations Xi � N .‚i ; 1/; black curve using g-modeling
under specifications (21.41)–(21.42); red curve nonparametric
f -modeling (21.62), � D 1=3; blue curve parametric f -modeling
(21.64), with Of .x/ estimated from Poisson regression with a
structure matrix having five degrees of freedom.

We see a substantial decrease in standard deviation, though still not attain-
ing g-modeling rates.

As commented before, the great majority of empirical Bayes applica-
tions have been of the Robbins/fdr/Tweedie variety, where f -modeling
is the natural choice. g-modeling comes into its own for situations like
the nodes data analysis of Figures 6.4 and 6.5, where we really want
an estimate of the prior g.�/. Twenty-first-century science is producing
more such data sets, an impetus for the further development of g-modeling
strategies.

Table 21.3 concerns the g-modeling estimation of Ex D Ef‚jX D xg,

Ex D

Z
T
�g.�/f� .x/ d�

�Z
T
g.�/f� .x/ d� (21.65)

for the artificial example, under the same specifications as in Figure 21.11.
Samples of size N D 1000 of Xi � N .‚i ; 1/ were drawn from model
(21.41)–(21.42), yielding MLE Og.�/ and estimates OEx for x between �4
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Table 21.3 Standard deviation of OEf‚jxg computed from parametric
bootstrap simulations of Og.�/. The g-modeling is as in Figure 21.11, with
N D 1000 observations Xi � N .‚i ; 1/ from the artificial example for
each simulation. The column “info” is the implied empirical Bayes
information for estimating Ef‚jxg obtained from one “other”
observation Xi .

x Ef‚jxg sd. OE/ info

�3:5 �2:00 .10 .11
�2:5 �1:06 .10 .11
�1:5 �:44 .05 .47
�:5 �:13 .03 .89

.5 .13 .04 .80
1.5 .44 .05 .44
2.5 1.06 .10 .10
3.5 2.00 .16 .04

and 4. One thousand such estimates OEx were generated, averaging almost
exactly Ex , with standard deviations as shown. Accuracy is reasonably
good, the coefficient of variation sd. OEx/=Ex being about 0.05 for large
values of jxj. (Estimate (21.65) is a favorable case: results are worse for
other conditional estimates� such as Ef‚2jX D xg.) �4

Theorem 21.4 (page 429) implies that, for large values of the sample
size N , the variance of OEx decreases as 1=N , say

var
n
OEx

o
:
D cx=N: (21.66)

By analogy with the Fisher information bound (5.27), we can define the
empirical Bayes information for estimating Ex in one observation to be

ix D 1
.�

N � var
n
OEx

o�
; (21.67)

so that varf OExg
:
D i�1x =N .

Empirical Bayes inference leads us directly into the world of indirect
evidence, learning from the experience of others as in Sections 6.4 and
7.4. So, if Xi D 2:5, each “ other” observation Xj provides 0.10 units of
information for learning Ef‚jXi D 2:5g (compared with the usual Fisher
information value I D 1 for the direct estimation of ‚i from Xi ). This
is a favorable case, as mentioned, and ix is often much smaller. The main
point, perhaps, is that assuming a Bayes prior is not a casual matter, and
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can amount to the assumption of an enormous amount of relevant other
information.

21.7 Notes and Details

Empirical Bayes and James–Stein estimation, Chapters 6 and 7, exploded
onto the statistics scene almost simultaneously in the 1950s. They repre-
sented a genuinely new branch of statistical inference, unlike the computer-
based extensions of classical methodology reviewed in previous chapters.
Their development as practical tools has been comparatively slow. The
pace has quickened in the twenty-first century, with false-discovery rates,
Chapter 15, as a major step forward. A practical empirical Bayes method-
ology for use beyond traditional f -modeling venues such as fdr is the goal
of the g-modeling approach.

�1 [p. 428] Lemmas 21.1 and 21.2. The derivations of Lemmas 21.1 and 21.2
are straightforward but somewhat involved exercises in differential calcu-
lus, carried out in Remark B of Efron (2016). Here we will present just
a sample of the calculations. From (21.18), the gradient vector Pfk.˛/ D
.@fk.˛/=@˛l/ with respect to ˛ is

Pfk.˛/ D Pg.˛/
0Pk; (21.68)

where Pg.˛/ is the m � p derivative matrix

Pg.˛/ D .@gj .˛/=@˛l/ D DQ; (21.69)

with D as in (21.36), the last equality following, after some work, by dif-
ferentiation of logg.˛/ D Q˛ � �.˛/.

Let lk D logfk (now suppressing ˛ from the notation). The gradient
with respect to ˛ of lk is then

Plk D Pfk=fk D Q
0DPk=fk: (21.70)

The vectorDPk=fk has components

.gjpkj � gjfk/=fk D wkj (21.71)

(21.27), using g 0Pk D fk . This gives Plk D Q0Wk.˛/ (21.28). Adding up
the independent score functions Plk over the full sample yields the overall
score Ply.˛/ D Q0

Pn
1 ykWk.˛/, which is Lemma 21.1.

�2 [p. 428] Lemma 2. The penalized MLE Ǫ satisfies

O D Pm. Ǫ /
:
D Pm.˛0/C Rm.˛0/. Ǫ � ˛0/; (21.72)
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where ˛0 is the true value of ˛, or

Ǫ � ˛0
:
D .� Rm.˛0//

�1
Pm.˛0/

�
�Rly.˛0/C Rs.˛0/

��1 �
Ply.˛0/ � Ps.˛0/

�
:

(21.73)
Standard MLE theory shows that the random variable Ply.˛0/ has mean 0
and covariance Fisher information matrix I.˛0/, while �Rly.˛0/ asymptot-
ically approximates I.˛0/. Substituting in (21.73),

Ǫ � ˛0
:
D .I.˛0/C Rs.˛0//�1Z; (21.74)

where Z has mean �Ps.˛0/ and covariance I.˛0/. This gives Bias. Ǫ / and
Var. Ǫ / as in Lemma 2. Note that the bias is with respect to a true parametric
model (21.11), and is a consequence of the penalization.

�3 [p. 440] The sinc kernel. The Fourier transform �s.t/ of the scaled sinc
function s.x/ D sin.x=�/=.�x/ is the indicator of the interval Œ�1=�; 1=��,
while that of Nf .x/ is .1=N /

PN
1 exp.i tXj /. Formula (21.61) is the convo-

lution Nf � s, so Qf has the product transform

� Qf .t/ D

24 1
N

NX
jD1

eitXj

35 IŒ�1=�;1=��.t/: (21.75)

The effect of the sinc convolution is to censor the high-frequency (large t )
components of Nf or � Nf . Larger � yields more censoring. Formula (21.63)
has upper limits 1=� because of �s.t/. All of this is due to Stefanski and
Carroll (1990). Smoothers other than the sinc kernel have been suggested
in the literature, but without substantial improvements on deconvolution
performance.

�4 [p. 443] Conditional expectation (21.65). Efron (2014b) considers estimat-
ing Ef‚2jX D xg and other such conditional expectations, both for f -
modeling and for g-modeling. Ef‚jX D xg is by far the easiest case, as
might be expected from the simple form of Tweedie’s estimate (20.37).
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Something important changed in the world of statistics in the new millen-
nium. Twentieth-century statistics, even after the heated expansion of its
late period, could still be contained within the classic Bayesian–frequentist–
Fisherian inferential triangle (Figure 14.1). This is not so in the twenty-first
century. Some of the topics discussed in Part III—false-discovery rates,
post-selection inference, empirical Bayes modeling, the lasso—fit within
the triangle but others seem to have escaped, heading south from the fre-
quentist corner, perhaps in the direction of computer science.

The escapees were the large-scale prediction algorithms of Chapters 17–
19: neural nets, deep learning, boosting, random forests, and support-vector
machines. Notably missing from their development were parametric prob-
ability models, the building blocks of classical inference. Prediction algo-
rithms are the media stars of the big-data era. It is worth asking why they
have taken center stage and what it means for the future of the statistics
discipline.

The why is easy enough: prediction is commercially valuable. Modern
equipment has enabled the collection of mountainous data troves, which
the “data miners” can then burrow into, extracting valuable information.
Moreover, prediction is the simplest use of regression theory (Section 8.4).
It can be carried out successfully without probability models, perhaps with
the assistance of nonparametric analysis tools such as cross-validation, per-
mutations, and the bootstrap.

A great amount of ingenuity and experimentation has gone into the
development of modern prediction algorithms, with statisticians playing
an important but not dominant role.1 There is no shortage of impressive
success stories. In the absence of optimality criteria, either frequentist or
Bayesian, the prediction community grades algorithmic excellence on per-

1 All papers mentioned in this section have their complete references in the bibliography.
Footnotes will identify papers not fully specified in the text.

446
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formance within a catalog of often-visited examples such as the spam and
digits data sets of Chapters 17 and 18.2 Meanwhile, “traditional statistics”
—probability models, optimality criteria, Bayes priors, asymptotics—has
continued successfully along on a parallel track. Pessimistically or opti-
mistically, one can consider this as a bipolar disorder of the field or as a
healthy duality that is bound to improve both branches. There are histori-
cal and intellectual arguments favoring the optimists’ side of the story.

The first thing to say is that the current situation is not entirely unprece-
dented. By the end of the nineteenth century there was available an im-
pressive inventory of statistical methods—Bayes’ theorem, least squares,
correlation, regression, the multivariate normal distribution—but these ex-
isted more as individual algorithms than as a unified discipline. Statistics
as a distinct intellectual enterprise was not yet well-formed.

A small but crucial step forward was taken in 1914 when the astrophysi-
cist Arthur Eddington3 claimed that mean absolute deviation was superior
to the familiar root mean square estimate for the standard deviation from a
normal sample. Fisher in 1919 showed that this was wrong, and moreover,
in a clear mathematical sense, the root mean square was the best possible
estimate. Eddington conceded the point while Fisher went on to develop
the theory of sufficiency and optimal estimation.4

“Optimal” is the key word here. Before Fisher, statisticians didn’t really
understand estimation. The same can be said now about prediction. Despite
their impressive performance on a raft of test problems, it might still be
possible to do much better than neural nets, deep learning, random forests,
and boosting—or perhaps they are coming close to some as-yet unknown
theoretical minimum.

It is the job of statistical inference to connect “dangling algorithms” to
the central core of well-understood methodology. The connection process
is already underway. Section 17.4 showed how Adaboost, the original
machine learning algorithm, could be restated as a close cousin of logis-
tic regression. Purely empirical approaches like the Common Task Frame-
work are ultimately unsatisfying without some form of principled justi-
fication. Our optimistic scenario has the big-data/data-science prediction
world rejoining the mainstream of statistical inference, to the benefit of
both branches.

2 This empirical approach to optimality is sometimes codified as the Common Task
Framework (Liberman, 2015 and Donoho, 2015).

3 Eddington became world-famous for his 1919 empirical verification of Einstein’s
relativity theory.

4 See Stigler (2006) for the full story.
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Development of the statistics discipline since the end of the nine-
teenth century, as discussed in the text.

Whether or not we can predict the future of statistics, we can at least
examine the past to see how we’ve gotten where we are. The next figure
does so in terms of a new triangle diagram, this time with the poles la-
beled Applications, Mathematics, and Computation. “Mathematics” here
is shorthand for the mathematical/logical justification of statistical meth-
ods. “Computation” stands for the empirical/numerical approach.

Statistics is a branch of applied mathematics, and is ultimately judged
by how well it serves the world of applications. Mathematical logic, à
la Fisher, has been the traditional vehicle for the development and under-
standing of statistical methods. Computation, slow and difficult before the
1950s, was only a bottleneck, but now has emerged as a competitor to (or
perhaps a seven-league boots enabler of) mathematical analysis. At any
one time the discipline’s energy and excitement is directed unequally to-
ward the three poles. The figure attempts, in admittedly crude fashion, to
track the changes in direction over the past 100C years.
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The tour begins at the end of the nineteenth century. Mathematicians of
the caliber of Gauss and Laplace had contributed to the available method-
ology, but the subsequent development was almost entirely applications-
driven. Quetelet5 was especially influential, applying the Gauss–Laplace
formulation to census data and his “Average Man.” A modern reader will
search almost in vain for any mathematical symbology in nineteenth-century
statistics journals.

1900
Karl Pearson’s chi-square paper was a bold step into the new century, ap-
plying a new mathematical tool, matrix theory, in the service of statisti-
cal methodology. He and Weldon went on to found Biometrika in 1901,
the first recognizably modern statistics journal. Pearson’s paper, and Bio-
metrika, launched the statistics discipline on a fifty-year march toward the
mathematics pole of the triangle.

1908
Student’s t statistic was a crucial first result in small-sample “exact” infer-
ence, and a major influence on Fisher’s thinking.

1925
Fisher’s great estimation paper—a more coherent version of its 1922 pre-
decessor. It introduced a host of fundamental ideas, including sufficiency,
efficiency, Fisher information, maximum likelihood theory, and the notion
of optimal estimation. Optimality is a mark of maturity in mathematics,
making 1925 the year statistical inference went from a collection of inge-
nious techniques to a coherent discipline.

1933
This represents Neyman and Pearson’s paper on optimal hypothesis test-
ing. A logical completion of Fisher’s program, it nevertheless aroused his
strong antipathy. This was partly personal, but also reflected Fisher’s con-
cern that mathematization was squeezing intuitive correctness out of statis-
tical thinking (Section 4.2).

1937
Neyman’s seminal paper on confidence intervals. His sophisticated mathe-
matical treatment of statistical inference was a harbinger of decision theory.
5 Adolphe Quetelet was a tireless organizer, helping found the Royal Statistical Society in

1834, with the American Statistical Association following in 1839.
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1950
The publication of Wald’s Statistical Decision Functions. Decision theory
completed the full mathematization of statistical inference. This date can
also stand for Savage’s and de Finetti’s decision-theoretic formulation of
Bayesian inference. We are as far as possible from the Applications corner
of the triangle now, and it is fair to describe the 1950s as a nadir of the
influence of the statistics discipline on scientific applications.

1962
The arrival of electronic computation in the mid 1950s began the process
of stirring statistics out of its inward-gazing preoccupation with mathe-
matical structure. Tukey’s paper “The future of data analysis” argued for
a more application- and computation-oriented discipline. Mosteller and
Tukey later suggested changing the field’s name to data analysis, a pre-
scient hint of today’s data science.

1972
Cox’s proportional hazards paper. Immensely useful in its own right, it sig-
naled a growing interest in biostatistical applications and particularly sur-
vival analysis, which was to assert its scientific importance in the analysis
of AIDS epidemic data.

1979
The bootstrap, and later the widespread use of MCMC: electronic compu-
tation used for the extension of classic statistical inference.

1995
This stands for false-discovery rates and, a year later, the lasso.6 Both are
computer-intensive algorithms, firmly rooted in the ethos of statistical in-
ference. They lead, however, in different directions, as indicated by the
split in the diagram.

2000
Microarray technology inspires enormous interest in large-scale inference,
both in theory and as applied to the analysis of microbiological data.

6 Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) and Tibshirani (1996).
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2001
Random forests; it joins boosting7 and the resurgence of neural nets in the
ranks of machine learning prediction algorithms.

2016a
Data science: a more popular successor to Tukey and Mosteller’s “data
analysis,” at one extreme it seems to represent a statistics discipline with-
out parametric probability models or formal inference. The Data Science
Association defines a practitioner as one who “. . . uses scientific methods
to liberate and create meaning from raw data.” In practice the emphasis is
on the algorithmic processing of large data sets for the extraction of useful
information, with the prediction algorithms as exemplars.

2016b
This represents the traditional line of statistical thinking, of the kind that
could be located within Figure 14.1, but now energized with a renewed
focus on applications. Of particular applied interest are biology and ge-
netics. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) show a different face of
big data. Prediction is important here,8 but not sufficient for the scientific
understanding of disease.

A cohesive inferential theory was forged in the first half of the twenti-
eth century, but unity came at the price of an inwardly focused discipline,
of reduced practical utility. In the century’s second half, electronic com-
putation unleashed a vast expansion of useful—and much used—statistical
methodology. Expansion accelerated at the turn of the millennium, further
increasing the reach of statistical thinking, but now at the price of intellec-
tual cohesion.

It is tempting but risky to speculate on the future of statistics. What
will the Mathematics–Applications–Computation diagram look like, say
25 years from now? The appetite for statistical analysis seems to be always
increasing, both from science and from society in general. Data science
has blossomed in response, but so has the traditional wing of the field. The
data-analytic initiatives represented in the diagram by 2016a and 2016b are
in actuality not isolated points but the centers of overlapping distributions.

7 Breiman (1996) for random forests, Freund and Schapire (1997) for boosting.
8 “Personalized medicine” in which an individual’s genome predicts his or her optimal

treatment has attracted grail-like attention.
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A hopeful scenario for the future is one of an increasing overlap that puts
data science on a solid footing while leading to a broader general formula-
tion of statistical inference.
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